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observer's long-term empathic immersion in the psychological field- in particular, with regard to clinical phenomena, of his long-term, empathic immersion in the
transference-; and the commitment to the formulation
of constructions in terms that are in harmony with the
introspective-empathic approach. Stated in everyday language: I am trying to observe and explain inner experience-including the experience of objects, of the ;;elf,
and of their various relationships. I am not, methodologically and in terms of my formulations, a behaviorist, a
social psychologist, or a psychobiologist-much as I acknowledge the value of these approaches.
A final word. The fact that I could not undertake
the attempt to compare my methods, findings, and formulations with those of other investigators who have
studied the self from different points of view and with. the
aid of different methodologies-and who have therefore
also formulated their findings in the terms of different
theoretical systems- does not imply that I think such
comparisons should not be undertaken. In order to carry
out such scholarly studies successfully, however, some
time must first have passed. A certain distance, a certain
degree of detachment, is needed, in other words, before a
scholarly reviewer of the various approaches to the self
will be able to evaluate their relative merits and to correlate them to each other.
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CHAPTER ONE

The Term£nat£on of the Analyszs
of Narczsszstz·c Personalz'ty Dzsorders

The question whether at the point of terminating
an analysis the analytic task has been completed, or .ter·
mination has been premature, confronts the analyst m a
variety of circumstances. There are, in addition, anumber of specific problems surrounding the termination of
the analysis of narcissistic personality disorders. The
complexity of the subject matter of termination is increased by the fact that the views an analyst holds con·
cerning many areas of theory and practice will influence
his judgments concerning the questions how he should
define an ideally completed analysis and how close to the
ideal he should expect to come in reality. The topic of
termination is therefore a vast one. In the present study, I
shall disregard many aspects of the problem and restrict
myself to an attempt to illuminate certain theoret.ical
issues. I am undertaking this task because I beheve
that a change of our traditional theoretical stance will en·
able us to recognize the genuineness of certain termina·
1
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tions, will enable us to recognize that further analysis was
not indicated, that the patient had not taken a flight into
health-whereas an assessment of the patient's personality carried out on the basis of the traditional theories
might lead us to the opposite view.
The pivotal problem concerns the area of the nucleus of the psychopathology. Insofar as the structural neuroses are concerned, we have learned to formulate our expectations in terms of the completion of the task of analyzing the patient's Oedipus complex, that is, we expect
that the patient should have recognized his persisting
hopeless (and disturbing) sexual love and his persisting
hopeless (and disturbing) rivalrous hate for the great
imagoes of his childhood and that, on the strength of this
recognition, he should have become able to free himself
from the emotional entanglements of his childhood and
to turn in affection or in anger to the objects of presentday reality. We know, of course, to use Freud's metaphor
(1917b, p. 456), that the decisive battles of the analysis of
oedipal psychopathology are not necessarily fought out in
the very center of the Oedipus complex itself; but whatever the content and psychic location of the tactical engagements might have been, in the end it is the relative
freedom from the object-instinctual involvements of the
oedipal period that constitutes the measure of the success
or failure of the analysis.
When we turn to the narcissistic personality disorders, however, we are no longer dealing with the pathological results of unsatisfactory solutions of conflicts between structures that are in essence intact, but with forms
of psychological malfunctioning arising in consequence
of the fact that the central structures of the personalitythe structures of the self- are defective. And so, in the
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narcissistic personality disorders, our description of the
process and goals of psychoanalysis and of the conditions
that characterize a genuine termination (under what cir·
cumstances we can say that the analytic task has been
completed) must therefore be based on a definition of the
nature and location of the essential psychological defects
and on a definition of their cure.
.
The nuclear psychopathology of the narcissistic personality disorders (corresponding to the repressed unresolved conflicts of the Oedipus complex of the structural
neuroses) consists of (1) defects' acquired in childhood' in
the psychological structure of the self and (2) secondary
structure-formations, also built up in early childhood,
which are related to the primary defect in one of two
similar, but, in certain crucial respects, different ways. I
shall call these two types of secondary structures- distinguishing them on the basis of their relation to the
primary structural defect of the self- defensive and compensatory structures.
Although a definition of defensive and compensatory structures that transcends being merely descriptive
and metaphorical cannot be fully understood until the
reader has become familiar with the concept of the bipolar nature of the self and with the child's twofold
chance to build up a functioning self- topics discussed
extensively later on- I shall nevertheless provide one at
this point. I call a structure defensive when its sole or predominant function is the covering over of the primary
defect in the self. I call a structure compensatory when,
rather than merely covering a defect in the self, it
compensates for this defect. Undergoing a development
of its own, it brings about a functional rehabilitation of
the self by making up for the weakness in one pole of the
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self through the strengthening of the other pole. Most frequently a weakness in the area of exhibitionism and ambitions is compensated for by the self-esteem provided by
the pursuit of ideals; but the reverse may also occur.
The terms defensive structure and compensatory
structure refer to the beginning and end of a spectrum
which has a broad central area that contains a great variety of intermediate forms. But more or less pure forms
are encountered, and the transitional ones can usually be
assigned to one or the other of the two classes.
Basing myself on this differentiation, I postulate that
the phase of termination of the analysis of a narcissistic
personality disorder has been reached when we have completed one or the other of two specific tasks: (1) When,
after the analytic penetration of the defensive structures,
the primary defect in the self has been exposed and,
via working through and transmuting internalization,
sufficiently filled out so that the formerly defective structures of the self have now become functionally reliable.
(2) We have also reached the termination phase in the
analysis of a narcissistic personality disorder when- after
the patient has achieved cognitive and affective mastery
with regard to the defenses surrounding the primary
defect in the self, with regard to the compensatory structures, and with regard to the relationship between
these- the compensatory structures have now become
functionally reliable, independent of the area in which
this success was achieved. This functional rehabilitation
might have been achieved predominantly through improvements in the area of the primary defect, or through
the analysis of the vicissitudes of the compensatory structures (including the healing of their structural deficiencies through transmuting internalizations), or through
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the patient's increased mastery resulting from his comprehension of the interrelation of primary defect and
compensatory structures, or through success in some or
all of these areas.
It is hardly necessary to give an illustration of the
term defensive structure because it refers to a concept not
only well known to every analyst but indeed indispensable
to him when he orders his clinical impressions in accord·
ance with the dynamic point of view. Every analyst knows
those patients, who, for example, often to the embarrassment of those around them, tend to be overly enthusiastic, dramatic, and excessively intense in their responses to
everyday events and who, analogously, romanticize and
sexualize their relation to the analyst, giving at times the
impression of an overtly reinstated display of oedipal passions (cf. Kohut, 1972, pp. 369-372). In cases of narcissistic personality disorder, it is not difficult to discern the
defensive nature-a pseudovitality-of the overt excitement. Behind it lie low self-esteem and depression-a
deep sense of uncared-for worthlessness and rejection, an
incessant hunger for response, a yearning for reassurance. All in all, the excited hypervitality of the patient
must be understood as an attempt to counteract through
self-stimulation a feeling of inner deadness and
depression. As children, these patients had felt emotionally unresponded to and had tried to overcome their loneliness and depression through erotic and grandiose fan·
tasies. The grown-up behavior and grown-up fantasy life
of these patients is usually not the exact replica of the
original childhood defense because, during an excited,
overly enthusiastic, hyperidealistic adolescence devoid of
meaningful interpersonal attachments, the childhood
fantasies often become transformed by an intense de-
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votion to romanticized cultural- esthetic, religious, political, etc. -aims. The romantic ideals, however, do not
recede into the background when the individual reaches
adulthood as would be the normal, expectable course; no
comfortable integration with the goals of the adult personality takes place: the dramatic, intensely, exhibitionistic aspects of the personality do not become securely alloyed with mature productivity; and the erotized, excitedly pursued activities of adult life continue to be but
one step removed from the underlying depression.
Having briefly illustrated the familiar and simple
area of the role played by the defensive structures in the
narcissistic personality disorders, I shall now present
clinical material to illuminate the less familiar and also
more complex role played by the compensatory psychic
structures in these disturbances.

The Terminal Phase of the Analysis of Mr. M.
Mr. M., who worked as a writer in what he described
as a dependable but limiting job, sought analysis when he
was in his early thirties, when his wife of six years left
1
him. Ostensibly he wanted to undertake analysis in order
to find out how he might have contributed to the failure
of his marriage. But there was no doubt about the fact
that his motivation for therapy was not primarily a wish
for intellectual knowledge: he sought help because he
suffered from a serious disturbance of his self-esteem and
a deep sense of inner emptiness, a manifestation of his
primary structural defect-chronic enfeeblement of his
1

Mr. M. was in analysis with a student, a woman, under supervision
With the author (cf. Kohut, 1971, pp. 128-129).
•
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self with some tendency toward the temporary fragmentation of this structure. His apathy and lack of initiative
made him feel only "half alive," and he attempted to
overcome this sense of inner emptiness with the aid of
emotionally highly charged fantasies, in particular,
sexual fantasies having a strong sadistic cast. These fantasies of sadistic control over women (of tying them up) he
also occasionally acted out. He had done this with his
wife, who considered his behavior "sick." (In theoretical
terms, these fantasies and enactments were attempts to
cover a primary defect with the aid of defensive structures.) Of crucial significance in his personality organization, and of pivotal importance in the process of his
analysis, were vaguely expressed complaints about a
writing block. His work as a writer, which should have
made a substantial contribution to the enhancement of
his self-esteem, was hampered by a nexus of interrelated
disturbances. I shall focus on two of them here. The first
one was indeed a manifestation of Mr. M.'s primary
structural defect; it was genetically related to the failure
of his mother's self-object function as a mirror for the
child's healthy exhibitionism. The second one was a
manifestation of a defect in the patient's compensatory
.structures; it was genetically related to the failure of the
father's self-object function as an idealized image.
The genetic matrix of the primary defect- stunted
development of the grandiose-exhibitionistic aspects of
the self- was insufficient mirroring from the side of the
mother. If the mother of patients with such a disturbance
is still living, it is often possible to ascertain her lack of
empathy or her faulty empathic responses first-hand
during the analysis, since the patient, having become
alerted, through the dynamics of the interplay of reac-
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tions in a mirror transference, to the fact that his self is
vulnerable to faulty or disrupted empathy, and having
begun to reconstruct the genetically decisive circum·
stances of his early life, will not only remember patho·
genic moments from his childhood, but will also observe
his mother's flawed empathy vis-a-vis himself or others,
especially vis-a-vis children-her grandchildren, for ex·
ample. In Mr. M.'s case, this direct source of informa·
tion was not available because the patient's mother had
died when he was twelve. Certain transference phenome·
na, however, as well as childhood memories, indicated
that he had experienced his mother's responsiveness to
him as insufficient and faulty. He recalled how, on many
occasions during his childhood, he tried to look at her
suddenly so that she could not have time to cover over by
a falsely friendly and interested facial expression the fact
that she really felt indifferent about him. And he remem·
bered a specific occasion when he had injured himself
and some of his blood had stained his brother's clothes.
His mother thereupon, without discerning that it was he
and not the brother who was frightened and in pain,
had rushed the brother to the hospital and left him be·
hind.
With regard to the first memory a general question
of great complexity awaits answering with certaintynamely, why the child repeatedly and actively tried to
bring about the very recognition he dreaded (somewhat
similar, perhaps, to our repeatedly touching a sore tooth
in order to test whether it still hurts-only to find out that
of course it does). The psychological flavor of these
memories (an anxious yet hopeful eagerness of the child's
emotional state) seems to rule out the explanation that he
wished to expose himself to his mother's rejection of him
in order to gratify a masochistic desire. Nor do I believe

9
he looked at his mother's face-transforming passive
active- primarily in order to retain some control
a potentially traumatic situation (by actively ascer.,.........1<. the mother's indifference he prevents the trauma·
effect of being passively and unexpectedly over·
w&ILII:lJLu'l;;:u by her indifference at a time when he is at a
of vulnerability, e.g., when he is expecting positive
from her). The most significant conclusion one
••uuu11u probably draw from his behavior is that it indihe had not given up all hope for the mother's in·
tuneness with him- a conclusion in harmony with the
. 'diagnostic category of the patient's psychopathology (t?at
.of narcissistic personality disturbance, not of a borderlme
organization). The mother's empathy, one might assume,
~was not lacking altogether-it was faulty rather than flat;
.when he injured himself, she had, after all, respondedand it did occasionally confirm the child's sense of his
... worthwhileness, and thus of the reality of his self.
One result of the mother's incapacity to tune in on
the child and to respond with adequate empathic reson·
ance was a specific maldevelopment in the exhibitionistic
sector of his personality: he did not build up sufficient
sublimatory structures in the sector of his exhibitionism
'because, due to the insufficiency of the mother's primary
mirroring responses, no adequate basis had been set up
from which her structure-building, increasingly selective
secondary responses (her optimally increasing frustration
of his needs) could proceed; he therefore remained
fixated on archaic forms of exhibitionism; and inasmuch
as archaic exhibitionism cannot find appropriate grati·
fications in adult life, he developed brittle defensive struc·
tures of the ali-or-nothing type-he either suppressed his
exhibitionism to the detriment of healthy forms of selfesteem and pleasure in himself and his performance, or
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his exhibitionism broke through in frantic activity and
wild sexualized fantasies (occasionally carried over into
actual behavior) in which the mirroring self-object (always a woman) was under his absolute, sadistically enforced control, a slave who had to comply with his every
wish and whim.
With regard to his work as a writer-and it must
again be stressed that his work should have made the
greatest contribution to the enhancement of his adult
self-esteem and should have provided the most important
outlet for transformed grandiose-exhibitionistic narcissistic tensions through creativity-the structural defect
caused by the failure of the maternal mirroring functions
led to experiences of frightening and paralyzing overstimulation. He did not possess sufficient structures to
curb and neutralize the grandiosity and exhibitionism
that became activated when his imagination was mobilized. He therefore often became tense and excited when
he was writing and then either had to suppress his imagination- to the detriment of the originality and vitality of
the product- or cease working altogether.
The obstacles standing in the way of his creative
work can not, however, be explained primarily by a scrutiny of his relation to the mirroring maternal self-object
and of the resulting primary structural defect in his psychic equipment, because the abilities he employed in his
professional activities were in the main not based on
primary structures, i.e., on congenital capacities nurtured in the matrix of his relation to the mirroring selfobject, but on compensatory structures, i.e., on talents
acquired or at least decisively reinforced later in his
childhood in the matrix of the relation to the idealized
self-object, the father.
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Before dealing with these compensatory structures
and their specific defects, it will be helpful to present a
reconstruction of the sequence of genetically important
psychological events in Mr. M. 's childhood. As I have
said, Mr. M.'s central self structures had doubtless been
decisively injured by the lack of maternal responsiveness.
It is equally certain that he then turned toward the idealized father- this is a very typical psychological move- in
order to make up in the relation to the idealized selfobject for the harm he had suffered in relation to the
mirroring one. 2 Mr. M. must have tried, during his childhood, first to idealize and then to acquire (i.e., to integrate into his own self) certain of his father's abilitiesabilities which seem to have played an important role in
the father's personality and which the father seemed to
have valued highly- especially his father's skill in the use
of language, of words. At any rate, it was by means of
words that the patient, throughout his adolescence and as
an adult, tried to find, in an aim-inhibited, socially acceptable way, fulfillment for the derivatives of his grandiose and exhibitionistic strivings. The sectors of his self,
however, from which these strivings originated, had remained unmodified (archaic) because their further development-more exactly: the development of modulating,
substitution-offering psychic structures surrounding them
-had not been maintained by the pressure of reliable re1 It may be mentioned here that, in retrospect, the explanation given
with regard to the move of patient A. toward his father (see Kohut, 1971, p.
67) was inexact. On the basis of my experience with several similar cases seen
subsequent to the termination of Mr. A.'s analysis, I would now assum~ t~at
the intensity of Mr. A.'s idealization of his father (and thus the traumatic mtensity of his disappointment in him) was due to his earlier disappointment
in the mirroring self-object, not to his disappointment in a more archaic
idealized one.
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sponses- first joyously accepting responses, later increas
ingly selective ones-from his mother.
It was very instructive for the analyst to witness how
the patient attempted to find his way out of the emotional
cul-de-sac in which the development in the narcissistic
sector of his p'ersonality had become blocked. The professional activity he had chosen (it related to art criticism)
put at his disposal some highly specific means that
allowed him to express his particular narcissistic needs. In
his writings, describing and criticizing various artistic
productions, he could now, by using the father's idealized
power, translate his yearning for an empathic mother's
response into appropriate words and sentences; even his
unrelieved primary desires for the texture of the responsive body of his mother could find symbolic expression in
certain verbal descriptions he had to compose in the pursuit of his professional activities.
His tragedy was-and here lay one of the strongest
motivations for his seeking treatment- that he did not
succeed in building up appropriately functioning compensatory structures derived from his dictionary-collecting, word-loving, language-wise father because the father
failed him as had the mother before. (We can conclude,
however, in view of the fact that he was already engaged
in his writing career when he entered analysis, that his
father's failure as a self-object was less severe than the
failure of his mother.) The father, in other words, could
not allow himself to enjoy being idealized by his son, and
he did not foster, by empathic participating responses,
that optimal development of an idealizing relation with
him for which his son yearned and which he required.
The boy was thus again frustrated in the attempt to
strengthen the structure of his self, frustrated in the at-
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:......" ..... to build up an apparatus of functions that would
the socially acceptable display and expression of the
through reliably available creative pursuits.
A successful, phase-appropriate, chip-off-the-oldblock-type merger with (or twinship relation to) the idealIzed father, and the subsequent gradual or phase-appropriate disappointment in him, might yet ha~e .enh~nc~d
.·Mr. M.'s self-esteem via the temporary participation m
the omnipotence of the idealized self-object, a~d might
yet have provided him .ultimately with a~propnate buffering structures and discharge patterns m the sector of
his greatness-fantasies and of his exhibitionis~, undoing
the damage that had resulted from the earlier psychological interplay with the insufficiently mirroring mother·
True, his compensatory activities in the area of language
and creative writing were not altogether unsuccessful,
and he derived a modicum of gratification from them.
Still there is no doubt that neither his identification with
the ~uasi-artistic works he produced nor the gratific~
tions obtained from them-directly by way of pleasure m
his work, indirectly by way of the public response to itwere sufficient to maintain his narcissistic equilibrium.
And the progress in his analysis could indee~ to some extent be gauged by taking measure of the Improvement
that gradually occurred in this realm.
What was the nature of the disease of the compensatory structures Mr. M. had built up in the realm of language and creative writing? And how was it to be cured?
Let me put the answers to these two interrelated questions
in a nutshell. (1) With regard to the disturbance of the
functions of the compensatory structures, it can be said
that, from way back, Mr. M. had had a disturbance ?f~is
ability to translate the fantasies that welled up in him m
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the form of visual imagery into appropriate language (a
college professor had somewhat cryptically said that he
suffered from a defect in "logic"- probably a layman's
diagnosis of a mild and circumscribed thought disorder).
(2) With regard to the nature of the cure of the disturbed
compensatory structures, it can be said that improvement
during psychoanalysis ensued via two routes: The first
was via working-through processes in the area concerned
with the insufficient mirroring responses of maternal selfobjects, i.e., by gradual integration into his personality of
his grandiose-exhibitionistic urges. Violin playing provided an important transitional safety valve for the tensions stirred up while this sector was worked through (cf.
Kohut, 1971, p. 287, concerning the similar function
dancing provided during the analysis of Miss F.). The
second route was via working-through processes in the
area concerned with the father's withdrawal when the patient wanted to attach himself to him (particularly in
order to share the father's power in the realm of language) after he had come to the conclusion that it was
hopeless to expect the mother's mirroring responses. It is
an example of the "telescoping" of genetically analogous
experiences (see Kohut, 1971, pp. 53-54) that some of the
crucial analytic work done in this sector of the patient's
personality did not focus on the genetic pattern of early
life, as it must have been outlined for the first time as a
result of the father's earliest rebuffs, but on the analogous
dynamic pattern of his late preadolescence, which
appears to have been decisive from the psychoeconomic
point of view in determining the characteristic features of
the disturbance of Mr. M. 's adult personality. Specifically, he remembered that after his mother's death, he had
tried to lay claim to his idealized father's attention but
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was disappointed by the father's lack of interest in him,
especially by the father's remarriage, which the patient
had experienced as a narcissistic injury and a personal rejection.
Contemplatt"ng Termz·natt"onThe Analysand's Remaz"nz"ng Tasks

In the analysis of the transference neuroses, the terminal phase is frequently characterized by a return to
structural conflicts that had been the major content of
the working through carried out during the main part
(the "middle phase") of the analysis. Once more, i~ see~s,
as the necessity for the ultimate severance of oedtpal ues
is now at hand- as the imminent final parting from the
analyst confronts the patient with the ultimate relinquishment of the objects of his childhood love and hate-once
more does the child in him try to assert the old demands
before it finally decides to set them aside for good or succeeds indeed in dismissing them.
In the analysis of those narcissistic personality disorders where working through had on the whole concerned a primary defect in the structure of the patient's
self, resulting in a gradual healing of the defect via the
acquisition of new structures through transmuting internalization, the terminal phase can be seen to parallel that
of the usual transference neuroses. The analysand is exposed to the impact of the realization that he has to :ace
the ultimate separation from the analyst as a self-obJect.
As a result of the pressure of this difficult emotional task,
a temporary regression takes place in the analysand, creating a situation in which the healing of the structural
defect seems to be again undone. A condition supervenes,
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in other words, in which it appears that the healing was
only sham, that the patient's improved functioning was
not a consequence of newly acquired psychic structure
but depended on the actual presence of the self-object.
Or, to describe the situation in still different terms, it
suddenly seems as if the processes of working through had
not brought about those optimal· frustrations which,
through minute internalizations, lay down psychic struc·
ture and make the patient independent of the analyst,
but that the patient had improved by leaning on the ex·
ternal self-object or, at best, by having borrowed the self·
object's (the analyst's) functions through gross, unstable
identifications with him. Among the manifestations of
the terminal phase in the analysis of these cases, signs in·
dicating the temporary reconcretization of the relation to
the self-object are therefore often in evidence. Once more
the patient feels that the analyst is substituting for his
psychic structure-once more he sees him as the supplier
of his self-esteem, as the integrator of his ambitions, as
the concretely present idealized power that dispenses ap·
proval and other forms of narcissistic sustenance.
Certain details of the terminal phase of the analysis
of Mr. I., for example (see Kohut, 1971, pp. 167-168),
furnish a striking illustration of the reconcretization of
the analyst's self-object functions. In a series of dreams of
almost humorous openness Mr. I. incorporates the self·
object analyst or his attributes of power through various
orifices of his body. But then, as the terminal phase
comes to an end, he shifts from these symbolic gross iden·
tifications back to the result of the transmuting internal·
izations achieved by means of the working-through pro·
cesses earlier in analysis- he is able to look forward with
enjoyment to his future autonomous functioning.
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The situation is different, however, in the termina·
tion phase of narcissistic personality disorders, in which,
as with Mr. M., the spontaneously activated transference
and the working-through processes concern not only the
primary defect and the defensive structures surrounding
it, but also, and especially, the compensatory structures.
Mr. M. expressed his wish to terminate his analysis
approximately seven months before it actually ended.
Asking the reader's forbearance, I shall present my
theoretical views concerning the emotional state of the
Jnalysand at that time in the form of the following
imaginary communication from the patient.
"Analyst," he says, "I think our work is more or less
done. We have been able to strengthen my compensatory
psychological structures sufficiently so that I can now be
active and creative; and I am now able to work toward
meaningful goals. The devotion to meaningful goals and
the very act of creating solidify my self, give me a feeling
of being alive, real, and worthwhile. And these attitudes
and activities give me a sufficient amount of joy to make
life worth living; they prevent the feeling of emptiness
and depression. I have acquired the psychological sub·
stance that allows me to pursue self-distant goals and yet
to be aware of my active creative self in the act of ere·
ation. I have, in other words, found a psychological equi·
librium between the product (an extension of myself)my absorbing devotion to it, my joy in perfecting it-and
the self (a center of productive initiative)-the exhila·
rating experience that I am producing the work, that I
have produced it. Although I am thus joyfully aware of
myself, I no longer become hypomanically overstimu·
lated while creating, nor do I fear, as I used to, that my
self will be drained away into the product of my creative·
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ness. The self as a joyfully experienced center of initiative
and the product of which I am proud are in an unbroken
psychological connection now.
"I am, of course, pleased with these new achievements; still, I know the weak spots and the danger points
of my psychological organization. And I also understand
that, in essence, I was able to reach the decisive improvement in this sector of my personality by the increased integration of idealized goals that stand for my father
whom I had wanted to idealize as a child and as a young
adolescent. My father, however, rejected my idealizing
approach to him- a rebuff that deprived me of the experience of the full developmental cycle of idealization
followed by de-idealization and thus of the opportunity
for laying down reliable psychological structures (guiding
ideals) in this area. The transference reactivation of the
old yearning to idealize my father set in motion specific
working-through processes (the repeated experience of
the sequence of idealization, de-idealization, and internalization) which strengthened my leading ideals. And,
as I have now come to recognize, the possession of strong
ideals is of the greatest importance for maintaining my
emotional health. I believe that this process, while of
course not finished, has progressed sufficiently by now to
allow me to be henceforth on my own with it.
"But I also know that I could not have made this decisive progress in the realm of male ideals, work, and
creativity entirely on the basis of dealing with the disappointment vis-a-vis my father. Some fundamental
firming of the self first had to be achieved in the analysis
before I was capable of tackling my father's rejection of
my idealization of him. And no doubt this prior solidification of the self related to more basic weaknesses in its
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structure than those involved in working through of my
guiding ideals. This prior task, in other words, focused on
earlier stages of development, and it concerned traumata
suffered with regard to my mother's response to me as a
very small child- her acceptance of me and her approval. Here, too, the work is incomplete. But its incompleteness differs from the incompleteness of the workingthrough processes vis-a-vis the idealized father imago. As
far as the latter is concerned, all relevant aspects entered
into the analysis, and what is lacking is, one might say,
further exercise in order to solidify the gains made. So far
as the filling in of the centrally located weak spot in my
personality is concerned, however- the result of traumata
I suffered in consequence of the faulty responsiveness of
my mother's flawed empathic capacity-there are indeed
certain layers in my personality which we have hardly
reached at all: layers I feel we cannot deal with because a
healthy instinct in me would prevent a regression to
archaic experiences that might bring about a perhaps irremedial disintegration of the self. And we need not deal
with them even if we could because, in view of the now
solidly functioning sectors of my personality, the maintenance of my self is now secured."
The analyst, reacting to Mr. M.'s speech, will of
course ask himself whether, contrary to the patient's
wishes, he should insist that further work be done in order
to buttress the gains already made. In response to this
problem, I advance the tenet that the analysand's
capacity to assess his own psychological state is in certain
situations potentially vastly more accurate than the
analyst's. It must be added, however, that this assertion
does not invalidate the equally cogent one that the
analyst must carefully scrutinize whether the patient
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might not, under the influence of specific fears, wish to
avoid undertaking psychological tasks that, if indeed performed, would lead to long-term beneficial results. Still,
as my experience as an analyst has increased over the
years, I have learned to trust a patient's wish to terminate
his analysis, especially when it comes about after long
years of solid work, when it arises without immediate
urgency, and when, in addition, I am able to formulate
for myself (and, in appropriate terms, for my patient) the
dynamic-structural situation constituting the matrix of
the patient's wish.
If we accept the patient's wish to terminate the
analysis at this point as a valid one, i.e., as being based on
the correct assessment that he had acquired the psychological structures making further analysis unnecessary,
we must now inquire into the nature of the structures
whose strengthening had such a decisive effect on his wellbeing. One may assume that they had come into existence
in early childhood in reaction to a serious primary structural defect. Stated more precisely: the structures themselves were maturational givens-it was their functional
importance that had been heightened in reaction to the
primary defect, and the extent of the development was
therefore increased beyond the average to be expected for
a young child. If we translate the statement that the patient has formed these compensatory structures into
metapsychological terms (cf. Freud, 1915, pp. 203-204),
we can say that the ascendancy of the child's secondary
processes had been prematurely emphasized, that he had
developed an excessive interest in words in order to make
up for the primary defect, i.e., for a hollowness and insecurity of the preverbal primary-process experiences of
his body-self and of his emotions. Although this assump-
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tion was not confirmed by direct memories from early
childhood, it is supported by two sets of data: indirectly
obtained evidence appears to support the assertion that
he indeed manifested an unusual interest in words in
early childhood; and there is no doubt that he turned to
his father (and to a preoccupation with language) in early
adolescence, under psychological circumstances (his
mother's death) similar to those (his mother's emotional
distance) which had prevailed in his early childhood. 5
Whatever the truth about the earliest psychological
antecedents of the factors determining the course of Mr.
M. 's personality development, the final outcome was a
personality organization that strove to achieve narcissistic
fulfillment through the use of language. Before the analysis, Mr. M. was unable to reach this goal; analysis,
however, succeeded in curing the specific structural defects responsible for his failure in these endeavors.
The two psychological defects that prevented the pa• At this point I cannot resist the temptation to share with the reader a
passage from a letter of a colleague who some years ago, grateful for certain
insights into his own personality provided him by the study of my work, con·
fided to me that his personality development had been decisively influenced
by the fact that he had been traumatized in early childhood by the sudden
loss of his idealized self-object, his father. In consequence of this loss, he
wrote, he had turned to himself and-as he had done again in the transfer·
ence he had developed toward me via the study of my writings- to the writ·
ten word. "It does seem that (for me) a large part of the self-object is the
written word ... [that] I have developed a certain skill in finding something
ln literature that will say something to me in time of need. . . . I have been
able in this way to get some access to the guiding hand of a great number
of the world's better fathers, by way of their written word .... " And then
follows a statement describing a developmental step analogous to the one
taken by Mr. M.: "An old aunt of mine," he writes, "claimed that I was
reading before Kindergarten .... I know they used to cover up the labels on
the sauce bottles because I would read them at the table, and apparently the
doctors had ordered that my precocious reading be stopped. The books were
removed, so I read the labels."
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tient from obtaining fulfillment of narcissistic gratifica·
tions through the use of his talents in the realm of Ian·
guage and through the mobilization of his interest in
writing were both sufficiently worked through and thus
ameliorated to allow the patient to terminate the analysis.
I shall first describe these defects in terms of the theoretical framework generally referred to as the structural
model of the mind and as ego psychology. Even though I
am employing here a modification of the structural
model, in accordance with a suggestion (Kohut, 1961;
Kohut and Seitz, 1963) that the psyche should be conceived of as being subdivided into (a) an area of progressive neutralization and (b) an area of transferences, a
modification specifically applicable to the task at hand,
the ensuing detailed examination of Mr. M.'s psychopathology will make us realize that the explanatory formulations we can obtain in this way are not fully satisfactory. The framework of the structural model of, the
mind, even when employed in conjunction with the most
sophisticated ego-psychological elaborations of drive psychology, is not sufficiently pertinent to the essential
nature of the psychological disturbance we are examining
at this point. In order to comprehend the significant
features of Mr. M.'s problems, we must introduce a new
framework: the psychology of the self- a psychology that
deals with the formation and functions of the self, and
with its break-up and reintegration.
Here, then, are the two disturbances in Mr. M.'s psychological make-up as described within the framework of
a somewhat modified structural model and in the terms
of a somewhat modified ego psychology. Before the analysis there was a structural defect in the "area of progressive neutralization," i.e., there was no smooth transition
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from the primary process (his archaic exhibitionism, his
merging with the maternal self-object, and the emotions
connected with both of these sets of experiences) to the
secondary process (his words, his language, his writings).
And there was a structural defect in the area of his
goals and ideals, leading secondarily to an insufficient
channeling of his exhibitionistic-grandiose-creative strivings toward well-integrated, firmly internalized goals.
The absence of a sufficiently organized flow of grandioseexhibitionistic libido toward a securely internalized set of
ideals led, in turn, to an insufficient development of those
executive (ego) structures that would have enabled him to
devote himself successfully to his professional pursuits
and to gain his major sustaining narcissistic gratifications
from them.
Because my focus is on termination- specifically on
the termination of the analysis of narcissistic personality
disorders- I shall not examine the details of the specific
working-through processes concerning the two structural
defects that accounted for the disturbance in the area of
the patient's professional work, but only stress again that
the defect manifesting itself in the lack of a smooth transition from primary to secondary processes seemed, from
the genetic point of view, predominantly related to the
flaws in the mirroring functions of the patient's mother,
whereas the defect that manifested itself in the patient's
inability to persist in the pursuit of his professional activities was genetically related almost exclusively to the flaws
in the father's response in his function as an idealized
imago.
At the time when the patient felt that the analysis
should move toward termination, working through had
indeed achieved some improvement in both of these
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areas. Yet, as I stated before, there was a defect in his
personality that had in essence remained unanalyzedhad not become the focus of systematically pursued work·
ing-through processes-even though the patient had not
only come to realize that his psychological organization
was potentially exposed to the danger of diffuse dis·
integration, but had also obtained intellectual knowledge
concerning the etiology• of this potentiality toward
regression. The patient's wish to move toward termina·
ting the analysis arose, therefore, despite his (at least pre·
conscious) awareness that a centrally located sector of his
grandiose self, which rested on and was in communica·
tion with a precariously constituted basic layer of his per·
sonality, had not been fully analyzed. He knew, however,
that to analyze this sector was not a precondition for his
future psychological well-being, and he sensed, further·
more, that it could not be analyzed without grave danger
-without the serious risk of doing permanent harm to his
psychological equilibrium. I believe he dimly recognized
that the activation of certain aspects of the mirror transference would expose him to the danger of permanent
psychological disruption through the re-experience of
primordial rage and greed, and that he indirectly ex·
pressed his awareness of these potential dangers in two
ways: by developing a psychosomatic symptom, a rash on
his elbow- this interpretation of the rash is almost purely
conjectural, although I analyzed another patient, Mr.
U. who, when his archaic rage and greed were mobil·
ized, developed a rash over his right elbow-and by say·
• The reader familiar with my thoughts will recognize that I am here
distinguishing between the genetic point of view and etiological considera·
tions (cf. Kohut, 1971, pp. 254·255, footnote. See also Hartmann. and Kris,
1945).
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ing that remaining in analysis much longer could become
"addictive."
Most of what I can say about the still unanalyzed as·
. pects of the archaic layers of the mirror transference is
apeculative. I would nevertheless point out that the
· patient had been abandoned by his natural mother and
that he had been in an orphanage until he was three
months old. Taking this into account, I believe we do not
go far astray if we conclude that the disruptive effect of
the traumata he suffered because of the faulty empathy
of his adoptive mother in his later childhood (traumata
which refer to the period after speech had developed and
about which verbalized memories do exist) cannot be
fully appreciated unless we also consider the vulnerability
ofthe child's psyche due to analogous earlier traumatiza·
tions. Not only must he have been traumatized by there·
peated failure of his adoptive mother to respond appro·
priately to his needs during the preverbal period, but be·
hind these layers of frustration there hovered always a
nameless preverbal depression, apathy, sense of deadness,
and diffuse rage that related to the primordial trauma of
his life. Such primal states, however, can neither be re·
called through verbalized memories, as can traumata oc·
-curring after speech has developed, nor expressed
through psychosomatic symptoms, as can the more
organized rages of later preverbal experience (in Mr. M.'s
case, perhaps through the rash on the elbow). The effect
of the primordial trauma on the patient's psychological
organization (the existence of a weakness of the basic
layers in his personality) is attested to only by his fear that
further analysis would become "addictive"- by the vague
dread, in other words, of a regressive voyage from which
there is no return.
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The theoretical question arises here whether, and if
so, to what extent, a rudimentary self may already exist in
earliest infancy. (See in this context the discussion on
pp. 98-101 of the question how the beginnings of the self
should be conceived.) Translating this question into practical clinical terms, we would have to ask ourselves
whether the patient's fear of an irreversible regression is
the fear of the total loss of the self in the form of a perm anent profound apathy, or the fear of the reactivation of a
rudimentary archaic self in the form of the experience of
oscillations between intense greed, diffuse rage, and contentless depression.
A further set of related questions concerns the
mother's response to the baby-in this case, the adoptive
mother's response. Whatever the endopsychic reality of
the baby's experience might be, it can be affirmed that
the mother responds to the infant ab initio, at least at
certain times, as if he had already built up a cohesive self.
(For a more detailed discussion of the mother's gradual
shift from responding predominantly to the child's parts
to responding predominantly to the whole child, see
Kohut, 1975b.) if the relation of Mr. M.'s adoptive
mother to her baby is examined against the background
of the foregoing considerations, the question arises
whether (and if so, how) the baby's stay in the orphanage
might have indirectly disturbed his adoptive mother's
later responses to him.Two possibilities must be contemplated. The fact
that the adoptive mother did not establish a relation to
the baby during the first three months of his life deprived
her of participating in one basic step in the developmental sequence of maternal experiences vis-a-vis a new child.
Under normal circumstances, maternal responses antici-
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pate the consolidation of the baby's self-the mother
imagines it to be more consolidated than it actually is; or,
in different terms, the mother, by being ahead of the
child's actual development, does indeed experience the
joy of furthering this development by her own expectations. That Mr. M.'s adoptive mother was not allowed to
participate in these first steps toward the consolidation of
the baby's basic self might have had several consequences: it might have deprived her later responses to
him of the reverberations of the memories of this earliest
merger with him; in consequence of this deprivation, it
, might have produced a certain emotional flatness in her
attitudes toward him and prevented the development of
that total intimacy which normally establishes itself between a mother and her baby; and in consequence of
both of these restrictions of the mother's capacity to
respond to the child, it might have brought about the development of a vicious cycle in the relation between
mother and child because the mother's limited ability for
phase-appropriate mirroring responses would, in turn,
call forth an emotional withdrawal from the side of the
baby.
The baby's stay in the orphanage might be held re,.,tponsible for another possible disturbance in the mother's
responsiveness toward her child. In view of the fact that
1
as a baby he had been severely traumatized during the
first three months of his life, it is likely that he reacted to
aelf-objects of the later preverbal and early verbal stages
, of development (in particular to his adoptive mother)
, with a variety of abnormal responses. One would expect
that a child who had suffered severe traumatizations in
early infancy will, as an older baby and as a young child,
· develop a propensity toward unusually great demanding-
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ness vis-a-vis the mother (a result of the continuing reverberations of the intensified oral greed of the earliest
stage), followed by manifestations of a tendency toward
violent temper tantrums and/ or immediate emotional retreat upon minor delays of gratification (a continuation
of the rages and contentless depressions of the earliest
stage). Or there might be a general lessening of the child's
responsiveness to the maternal self-object in the later
stages, as a residual of the apathy of the earliest stage.
Such a disturbance from the side of the baby may well
overstrain the mother's ability to persevere in her attempt
to perceive the baby's needs accurately and to respond to
them appropriately. Overtaxed by the baby's intense
voracity, and frustrated by his quick retreat, ragefulness,
and/or apathy, she will shrink from a relationship that
exposes her to a sense of failure instead of providing her
with the glow of narcissistic fulfillment she had expected.
Replicas of the baby's various reactions in such a
situation can of course also be observed during the analysis of patients suffering from narcissistic personality disorders. And, repeating the baby's effect on his mother,
these self-object transferences may overtax the analyst's
empathy and lead to his emotional retreat from the patient or to the tendency to attack him by a display of open
annoyance or, more frequently, with the aid of moralizing exhortations and pseudointerpretations.
The practical importance of the analyst's narcissistic
frustrations with certain types of analysands should not
be underestimated. I know, from self-observation and
from scrutinizing the behavior of students I have supervised and of colleagues to whom I have served as a consultant, that even the analyst's best intentions, based on a
broad understanding of the psychology of analysands

with narcissistic disorders, do not reliably protect him
.

reactively withdrawing from the patient, and,
is worse, from rationalizing his withdrawal by the
'IIIIC•clu.ul)~ly objective judgment that the patient is not anaJyzable. I believe, however, that no great harm-and
. perhaps even some good-can result from the ana~yst's
feeling temporarily emotionally distant from the patient,
long as he is aware of his conflict and does not per,.,•. Au.~u.uy tUrn away,
In Mr. M.'s case, I would be inclined to extrapolate
specific reconstruction from the analyst's description of
. the transference-namely, that the primordial experience in the orphanage had left him with an increased
.-age-potential and with a readiness toward quick emo.donal retreat in response to maternal frustrations, rather
·than with a tendency toward pervasive apathy. But whatever specific deviations from the norm might have been
manifested by the baby's personality, there can be no
doubt about this conclusion: a mother's faulty empathy
. c:an rarely be judged in isolation; as in the case of Mr.
. M.'s adoptive mother, in most instances it has to be evalu. ated as a failure vis-a-vis an unusually difficult task.
It should be stressed that so far as the analyst's work
ta concerned these considerations are of only limited im~rtance. The analyst is interested in his analysand's
childhood not primarily because he wants to unearth the
ttiological factors responsible for the analysand's disorder
but because he wants to determine its decisive genetic
roots (seep. 24, fn. 4). His attention is focused predominantly on the analysand's subjective transference experi. ences, and, on the basis of his understanding of their
. form and content, he reconstructs the experiential world
.· of the patient's childhood during the genetically decisive
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junctures. The analyst does not-at least not in the performance of his essential task- focus predominantly on
the data of objective reality, not even on the objectively
ascertainable subjective psychological state of parental
figures in the child's environment (although this latter
may at times be "tactically useful" [see Kohut, 1971, p.
254]). In Mr. M.'s case, the essential psychological fact
(the reactivation of the decisive genetic determinant of an
important aspect of his psychological disturbance) was
that he experienced his mother, and in the transference
the analyst, as traumatically unempathic vis-a-vis his
emotional demands and as unresponsive to them. True
enough, the analyst might occasionally wish to point out
(in order to retain a realistic framework-if, for example,
because of the intensity of the frustrations he experiences
in the transference, the patient might seriously consider
quitting the analysis) that the patient's expectations and
demands belong to his childhood and are unrealistic in
the present. And he might at the appropriate moment
also wish to explain to the patient that the intensity of his
childhood needs may have led to a distortion of his perceptions of the past (in Mr. M.'s case, to a falsification of
his perception of his adoptive mother's personality). The
essential structural transformations produced by working
through do not take place, however, in consequence of
such supportive intellectual insights, but in consequence
of the gradual internalizations that are brought about by
the fact that the old experiences are repeatedly relived by
the more mature psyche.
I will here, in addition, give voice to the opinion that
the tenet just stated-namely, that the beneficial structural transformations occurring in a successful analysis do
not take place as the result of insights- holds true, not
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for the analysis of patients with narcissistic perdisorders, but also for the analysis of patients suffrom structural neuroses. It is not the interpretathat cures the patient. And while it is correct to say
the work of analysis consists in making conscious
had been unconscious, this statement is only an apmetaphor about one aspect of the gross psychotransformations that do indeed occur during the
process.
I believe we are describing the curative process more
and cogently if we focus on the changes in the
"microstructures." (I am borrowing this
from Dr. Douglas C. Levin, who compares the deJell::>prneJlt of depth psychology- from the stage when the
attention was focused on psychological
' to that when it became centered upon
., ........,.,,..,~"•·~·~· "microstructures" 5 - with the analogous deFor a description of the laying down of neutralizing microstructure via
of optimal frustration, see Kohut and Seitz (1963, p. 137). The
macrostructure and microstructure have also been used in a related
for the agencies of the mind and for the engrams of memory traces
ideas by Gill (1963, pp. 8n, 51, and 135-136).
.
I will add here that the parallelisms between the development of phystcs
Newtonian theory to quantum theory (Bohr, Heisenberg) and the deof psychoanalysis from Freudian metapsychology to the
,7 ,,.,,v•vl5J of the self goes beyond the facts that the physicist's attention
the investigation of large masses and their interactions to the inIHI8iu,Juu of minute units of matter and that the psychoanalyst's attention
from the investigation of macrostructures (the agencies of the mind)
macrorelationships with objects (the Oedipus complex) to the investigaof molecular units of psychic structure. Leaning again on a line of
formulated by Dr. D. C. Levin, I would also point out that the emthat modern physics places on the essential identity of matter and
finds its parallel in the emphasis that the psychology of the self places
formation via microrelationships with self-objects. And there is
the fundamental claim of modern physics that the means of observaand the target of observation constitute a unit that, in certain respects,
ln principle indivisible. This claim finds it counterpart in the equally funD
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velopment in physics- from the physics of the mechanics
of large masses to the physics of the subparticle.) To put
the description of these microstructural changes in the
classical transference neuroses into a nutshell: (1) inter·
pretations remove defenses; (2) archaic wishes intrude in·
to the ego; (3) under the repeated impact of the archaic
strivings, new structures are formed in the ego which are
able to modulate and transform the archaic strivings (dis·
charge delay, neutralization, aim inhibition, substitute
gratification, absorption through fantasy formation,
etc.). The analysand, in order to keep open the access of
the archaic strivings to his ego, despite his anxiety (in the
classical transference neuroses: castration anxiety in the
face of incestuous libidinal and aggressive strivings), uses
the analyst as a self-object- even in the analysis of struc·
tural neuroses!-, i.e., as a precursory substitute for the
not-yet-existing psychological structures. (See in this con·
text the remarks on p. 187n. below concerning the use of
self-object relationships on all developmental levels and
in psychological health as well as in psychological dis·
ease.) Little by little, as a result of innumerable processes
of microinternalization, the anxiety-assuaging, delay·
tolerating, and other realistic aspects of the analyst's
image become part of the analysand's psychological
equipment, pan· passu with the "micro"-frustration of the
analysand's need for the analyst's permanent presence
and perfect functioning in this respect. In brief: through
the process of transmuting internalization, new psychological structure is built. It must be added that the opti-

result of an analysis not only rests on the acquisition
new structures directly related to the previously re·
. . . .,... , ..1 and now liberated archaic drive-wishes, but that,
y, the heretofore isolated pathological sector of
personality establishes broad contact with the
vu.u-...·...... mature sectors, so that the preanalytic assets
the personality are strengthened and enriched.
To return to the topic of termination: I have already
pp. 15-20) mentioned two varieties of the termina·
syndrome- the well-investigated psychological events
tend to take place in the terminal phase of the analof the classical transference neuroses, and the so far
-""",;»r~•~n.rp y uninvestigated psychological events that
to occur in the terminal phase of the analysis of narIIIHII&"~"- personality disorders. The latter merit further de.,,-IIIJLiluu at this point. They occur in two forms: one in
where the principal focus of the analytic work had
mr1cerm~o a primary structural defect; the other where it
concerned the rehabilitation of compensatory strucIn the first of these two subgroups we see, as I
IAIILu~o;;u out before, a reconcretization of the narcissistic
-a return to the unmitigated insistence that
external self-object should maintain the patient's
IIJ~CUISISUC equilibrium- as if all the progress that had
made in transmuting the self-object into psychologi·
structure had been sham. In the second of these two
ps, i.e., in the instances with which I am dealing
present, where the main focus of the work had conthe functional rehabilitation of compensatory
n& ...u .. Lu.l•;:;.,, we encounter, as I shall demonstrate in the
of Mr. M., a re-externalization of the compensatory
and a concretization of the work of structure"v"............. in this area in the form of gross "acting out." In
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damental claim of the psychology of the self that the presence of an empathic
or introspective observer defines, in principle, the psychological field (cf.
Kohut, 1959; Habermas, 1971).
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these cases, too, analogous to the terminal phase of analyses in which the major focus had been on the primary
structural defect, it looks for a while as if all the results
that had been obtained via the working-through processes had been sham- as if the compensatory structures
had not really become stronger. In short, one might gain
the impression that only the crudest precursors of the processes of working through and of internalization were now
just barely beginning to be mobilized. To put it somewhat schematically: Mr. M.'s analysis had succeeded first
in activating certain layers of the (maternal) mirror transference which related to pathogenic experiences of the
later part of early childhood, i.e., to experiences at an
age when speech had already been acquired. On the basis
of the progress made in this sector, the analysis was able
to activate certain crucial aspects of the (paternal) idealizing transference and, as the result of working through
in this sector, to achieve the strengthening of certain
specific structures whose rehabilitation contributed decisively to the establishment of Mr. M.'s psychological
well-being. The examination of three seemingly unrelated acts carried out by the patient at different times late
in the analysis will illuminate the significance of the terminal phase of Mr. M.'s analysis-in my opinion, largely
a genuine termination phase.
Here are the three acts that related to the beginning
of the termination phase of Mr. M.'s analysis, in the sequence in which I discuss them: (1) the patient bought an
expensive new violin; yet, almost simultaneously, he decided to devote himself less to the playing of this instrument; (2) he turned toward a relationship with an adolescent boy whom he allowed to idealize him; and (3) he
founded a "writing school" in which people from all walks
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life would learn "how to break down their ideas into
le portions" and how to transform them into
.,.,pp"''" language through an "increase of their receptivity
word imagery."
The order in which these three activities made their
appearance in the analysis is the reverse of the order
which I shall discuss them: Mr. M. began to consider
founding of the writing school in the late fall of the
that preceded the termination of his analysis; his reltlcmsltu· with the boy began in December of that year,
....,,.. .,,a~.,,,11"" in March of the following year (the year of
in a specific, poignant experience during a
all game; and he bought the violin shortly after' early in April of the year of termination. The order
the ending of these three events is, however, more sigthan the order of their beginning. Mr. M.'s interin the expensive violin was very short-lived; his inwith the boy went on beyond it; and his pre....... ..,c.~•v, .. with the writing school persisted even longer,
to the intensification of his own activities as a
and to the deepening of the significat\ce these achad for him. The importance of the chronological
of the end of the three termination activities derives
the fact that it indicates the unrolling of a specific
.....,.n.,,t,· sequence: the buying and selling of the violin
the manifestation of the emotional shift that was the
~IDn<lltllon for Mr. M.'s readiness for his experiences
the adolescent boy; and the violin transactions and
experiences with the boy were the manifestations of
even greater internal shift that enabled him to make
last and most decisive step toward the establishment
functioning self, the step that was achieved through
medium of his activities in the writing school.
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I would emphasize my view that such activities- I
will call them actz'on-thought-do not constitute "acting
out" in the usual sense. They should not, in other words,
be looked upon as resistances, as defensive replacements
of remembering or of insight by action. 6 They are the last
e I am reminded, in this context of the view held by some investigators
of scientific methodology that certain pioneering experiments in science are
not repeatable, that they constitute illustrations of a thesis or newly dis·
covered principle and that, contrary t~ ~he experimenter's ?wn belief, th.ey
do not provide sets of controlled empu~cal data upon .which t.he the~nes
could have been built by inductive reasomng. Such expenments, m my view,
are also action-thought, i.e., a form of acted-out thought. If this view is cor·
rect, then these experiments would be analogous to those acts of analysands
-such as those of Mr. M. -which are illustrations of the insights they are
currently acquiring. These experiments, in other words, are enactmentsconcretizations of thought processes of a pioneering mind. They are not
primarily arrangements desi~ed to f?cilitate dis~overy or to test h~potheses.
I might add that it would be mterestmg to examme not only certam key ex·
periments in the physical sciences in this light- as has been done with re·
gard to Newton's experiments and observations (cf. Koyre, 1968)-but also
certain basic observations in the behavioral sciences. Some aspects of Freud's
early clinical observations, for example, especially t~e cures ~e achie~ed on
the basis of the theory that he had made the unconsc10us conscious, might be
fruitfully examined within this context. In light of today's knowledge, the
working· through processes mobilized and maintained in these early a?alyses
were inadequate, and no analyst could nowadays repeat such cures. with the
means that Freud, according to his description, employed at that ume. The
actual cause for the disappearance of the patient's symptoms was probably
that Freud, having discovered an important aspect of the principle under·
lying the achievement of a psychoanalytic cure, impressed his patients with
his deep conviction concerning his newly found insight. It was the pressure of
his personality, his charismatic certainty that, via s~ggesti~n, brought about
a behavioral alteration which he took to be a mamfestauon of a structural
change achieved via interpretation. The early cures were thus perfectly ~n
acted illustrations of a correct principle. The real cures, however (the attam·
ment of behavioral changes that were the manifestations of structural
changes}, began to be achieved only much later when, in addition to having
understood the basic structural principle of the cure, Freud had also grasped
the importance of the economic principle (repetition,. working through).
The derivation of the correct theory of the psychoanalytic cure of structural
neuroses (making the unconscious conscious) from observations of situations
that did not include working-through processes corresponds to some extent
to the derivation of the correct mathematical formula about the acceleration
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steps made on the path to the psychological equilibrium
the analysand is at the point of establishing. True, actionthought is the nonverbal carrier of messages whose mean·
ing should ultimately be interpreted to the patient. But in
the main it consists of action patterns, creatively initiated
by the patient on the basis of his actual talents, ambitions, and ideals, not meant to be given up, but to be further modified and perfected in order to provide him in
the end with the reliable means of establishing the post·
analytic maintenance of a stable psychoeconomic equilibrium in the narcissistic sector of his personality. Although, as I said, the meaning of such activities should be
Interpreted to an analysand, and their functions should
be explained to him, the analysts must not expect them to
'be given up in response to insight. To speak in terms of
"appropriate metaphor" referred to earlier (p. 31),
analyst must not expect them to dissolve, in conseof a correct interpretation, as if they were the
of a psychoneurosis. They are not regressive
but constitute a not-quite-but-almost completed
movement; they are partial achievements which
will nor should be given up, except insofar as they
replaced by other activities the patient might recogas more genuine realizations of his self when he
the permanent deployment of the narcissistic
in the pursuit of his long-term goals. 7
freely falling bodies (cf. Koyre, 1968} from observations that do not take
account such factors as the shape of the falling body and air-resistance,
the influence of sea level and geographic latitude.
' For a specific example of creative activities undertaken by an anal·
under the impact of the dissolution of a largely narcissistic transferupon the analysand's "compensatory structures," see Moser
Moser wrote this moving presentation of the experience of an anal·
before and after the termination of his analysis. I must stress that I
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Let us now take up each of the three activities to
which Mr. M. turned before the session in which he for
the first time expressed his conviction that he was nearing
the end of the therapeutic work.
Mr. M.'s buying an expensive violin while simultaneously abandoning his dominant interest in playing
this instrument was an enactment of an important step
away from preverbal emotionality (music), an enactment
of his relinquishment of the attempt to gratify his exhibitionism through direct sensual appeal. As we will learn
from the scrutiny of his other enactments, he was moving
from music toward verbal thought, from (for him) cruder
forms of exhibitionism to the (for him) more aim-inhibited attempt to bind his exhibitionistic excitement
through writing. In interpersonal terms, the patient was
turning from the mirroring mother to the idealized
father.
Playing the violin, which Mr. M. had taken up
during the analysis, was part of working through the maternal mirror transference of later childhood. As I mentioned earlier, like Miss F.'s dancing lessons (Kohut,
1971, p. 287), his violin playing was a form of psychoanalytic homework through which he tried to learn to excannot, on the basis of this nonscientific, belletristic autobiographical literary document, evaluate the analytic appropriateness (i.e., the nondefensive
nature) of this particular attempt to channel newly liberated narcissistic
energies into a specific creative pursuit. But I have observed a number of
patients who began to devote themselves during the terminal phase to some
deeply absorbing creative endeavor. The evaluation of the analvsands' total
behavior pattern-especially an attitude of quiet certitude-led me to the
conclusion that the creative activity of such patients- and Mr. M. appears to
belong to this group-is not a manifestation of a defensive maneuver meant
to prevent the completion of the analytic process, but rather an indication
that these analysands have at least preliminarily determined the mode by
which the self will from now on attempt to ensure its cohesion, to maintain
its balance, and to achieve its fulfillment.
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his exhibitionistic strivings in realistic yet gratifying
. The patient's newly acquired structures, however,
nac:~.uJ,lCu him to enjoy the expression of his exhibitionistic
: in the fantasies that accompanied his playing he
his grandiose self to the admiring view of multiwhich he experienced as "maternal," without being
by the fear that he would suffer the crushing
of maternal disinterest, and without the even
fear that he would become hypomanically over•uaulctted and thus experience the dissolution of his exself. The violin playing and the accompanying
~~~:.&l.c:&:>llCII of admiring listening crowds were able to deal
the excess of his exhibitionistic needs that had beactivated in the transference yet could not be fully
within the psychoanalytic situation. The violin
enabled the patient to persevere in the analytic
by lessening the psychic tensions to which the transexposed him, and it made its own positive contrito the goal of working through by creating proIIU.IU:&l, temporarily useful structures in the sector of the
employment of his narcissistic strivings.
His decision not to devote himself to the new, expenviolin after buying it was, however, the enactment of
important message concerning the stage of the
"""·uu.IJo:.l•~ai development he had reached. He was not
..,,,u, Y gifted in the musical sphere; the use of music as
·,vehicle for the transformation and expression of his
and exhibitionism was, in other words, not
IIQ,Iuiuant:JLV determined by innately present or early
specific abilities. It is explained by these facts:
step from his unformed archaic exhibitionism to
via musical expression was smaller than the st~p
his unformed archaic exhibitionism to display via
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verbal expression would have been; 8 and (b) the step to·
ward committing the major part of his grandiose-exhibitionistic strivings to creative aims in the sphere of verbal
expression through writing-a step that would indeed ul·
timately engage his innate abilities and thus provide him
with a secure balance in the narcissistic realm- required
the prior firming of his ideals as a professional writer, or
perhaps even as an artist in the sphere of words. This
step, in other words, could be made only after the patient
had successfully worked through the traumata he had
suffered from the side of his idealized father, inasmuch as
it was the father imago that functioned as the organizing
ideal of the patient's creative activities in the sphere of
words. Stated in still different terms, it was the ultimate
achievement of Mr. M.'s analysis that it enabled him to
bring about, in his creative work, the cooperation of the
three major constituents of the narcissistic sector of his
personality and thus the synthesis of his self. The analysis
opened the road to an activity that permitted him joyful
self-realization. His work as a writer enabled him to grati·
fy his grandiose-exhibitionistic strivings to display himself
to his mother, satisfy his need to merge with his idealized
father, and enjoy the employment of the genuine talents
he possessed.
• This statement appears self-evident at first sight, and, indeed, the
comparative estimate of the two steps is doubtlessly accurate insofar as the
great majority of people is concerned. It is more open to question, ho~ever,
whether the same can also be said with regard to people who are musically
very gifted and who, in addition, are trained in the subtleties and varieti.es of
musical expression. There can be no doubt about the presence of highly
developed nonverbal musical processes in the truly musical person, and
about the decisive contribution musical activity can make to the maintenance of the narcissistic equilibrium of such a person. (For a detailed examination of these problems see Kohut and Levarie, 1950, pp. 73-74 and
Kohut, 1957, pp. 395-397 and pp. 399-403.)
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It might appear possible to formulate the result of
. M.'s analysis in dynamic-structural terms and in bar·
with the principle of multiple functions (Waelder,
6) as the smooth cooperation of the id (sexual love for
mother) and superego (identification with the rival) brought about by the ego (talent for the execution
certain ego functions). Object-instinctual strivings
played, at best a subordinate role in Mr. M.'s
disturbance and in the process of its cure. It
a functioning self that had to be reassembled and
through the analysis of its two rnajor con·
1•"''"u'~"· There is little question that this achievement
secondarily, to an improved balance in the object·
tual sector of Mr. M.'s personality, which, having
y been forced to work in the service of narcissisgoals, had not been free to pursue its own aims. But
improvement in this area was not the direct result of
analysis, must not be conceived as the result of the
at11fn1nnation of narcissistic into object-instinctual
, i.e., as the shifting of drive aims from the self
objects. The improvement in the object-instinctual
must rather be regarded as a welcome bonus, ob·
secondarily in consequence of the rehabilitation of
· tel£. It was the more firmly and more satisfactorily
...,..,.,., self, able to attain the joys of narcissistic fulfillthat now, in addition to its commitment to these
narcissistic aims, could also calmly and relaxedly
the center and coordinator of object-directed
-freeing the latter from the burden of having to
in the service of defensively sought-after
for the enhancement of self-esteem.
The second activity that ushered in Mr. M.'s decision
te constituted another way station in the cura·
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tive process. During the third year of his analysis Mr. M.
became intensely devoted to an adolescent boy whom he
allowed to idealize him. Although this friendship began
to develop before Mr. M. actually began to ponder
whether he should terminate the analysis, it arose in a
psychological setting and it accompanied workingthrough processes (related to the area of the idealized
father imago) that were directly related to the fact that he
subsequently began to consider termination. I am deriving my view that Mr. M.'s great interest in the fourteenyear-old boy should be seen in the context of the dynamics of termination predominantly from the scrutiny of the
intrinsic psychological content re-enacted in the relationship. That, in addition, the most striking re-enactment
with the boy-an episode I shall shortly describe and discuss-took place almost immediately preceding Mr. M.'s
first saying he felt the analysis was nearing its end, supports the hypothesis of a causal relationship between
the two events. Stated in different terms, the relation to
the boy was the external enactment of the pivotal internal
move (the separation from the father as an external selfobject, the internalization of the idealized parent imago)
that enabled the patient to announce his wish to leave the
analysis and be on his own.
Mr. M. had befriended a family, which he visited
often, mainly because he had developed a strong interest
in the youngest son. He was fascinated both by the
father's attitude toward the boy and by the boy's personality, which he saw as an outgrowth of the boy's relation
to his father. According to the account Mr. M. gave to
the analyst, the father respected his son, interacting with
him on a mature level, seeing the son as independent
from him, on the one hand, yet feeling close to him, not
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withdrawing from him, on the other. And the boy, at
least in the patient's eyes, was proud, independent, selfassured- yet warmly respectful to his father. 9
Mr. M.'s usual contact with the boy occurred within
the setting of the boy's whole family, but he also took him
out several times-to ball games and rock concerts,
playing the role of older friend, older brother, or father.
Although the boy was open in his admiration for the pa.tient, and although Mr. M. was conscious of his own fasc~nation with his relation to the boy, no gross homosexual
feelings were aroused in Mr. M. There was one episode,
,however, while attending a ball game, in which Mr. M.'s
feelings for the boy might easily be misinterpreted- esally by a psychoanalytically tutored mind. On the
of it, one might easily deduce from Mr. M.'s report
what he felt and how he behaved, that he thought-on
basis of projecting his own feelings, as the traditional
· mode of thought would suggest- that the boy
in love with him. Here are the details. The patient
noticed a former girl friend in the crowd of specat the ball park, but he avoided her at first because
was worried lest his adolescent companion feel hurt if,
turning to the young woman, he ceased to give him his
attention. After some hesitation, however, he
her after all, watching closely, and apparently
, to see how the boy would react. (It will be rehow Mr. M., as a child, had anxiously observed his
facial expression -see pp. 8-9.) When he realized
the boy was not in the least disturbed, the patient felt
'Within the framework of our inquiry it is, I believe, of no great imto ascertain whether Mr. M.'s evaluation of this father-son couple
Indeed correct or whether he emended it in accordance with the needs of
working-through processes in which he was engaged at that time.
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unaccountably joyful. He knew that something important
had happened in ht'm, something he could not understand but wanted to figure out.
Analytic scrutiny did indeed lead to a satisfactory
explanation of the significance the event had for him.
What he experienced with regard to the boy was not the
repetition of a passive erotic relation to his father, was not
. the re-enactment of an old jealousy vis-a-vis his father's
new wife (in a reactivated negative Oedipus complex). It
was a portrayal of the manifestations of a mature de·
velopmental level, with the boy as principal actor, and
with himself playing both the supporting role and the
audience. It was the portrayal of a psychological level the
patient had not reached before, one he was in the process
of reaching, one he wanted first to observe in a (discardable) self-object (a kind of twin- perhaps a figure derived
from his relation with his brother) before he could allow
himself to acknowledge that it was he and not the boy
who was in fact now making this step. (Cf. the description
of the working-through processes that take place on the
basis of a twinship transference [Kohut, 1971, pp.
193-196].) In this episode with the boy he had indeed en·
acted a maturational step, one he had been unable to
complete in his own adolescence. His participating ex·
perience did therefore not concern a triangular situation.
The mise-en-scene he had arranged concerned the at·
tainment of independence from the idealized father, the
attainment of psychological self-sufficiency through
transmuting internalization of the functions of the ideal·
ized father. And he experienced a deep sense of joy- not
sensual pleasure!- as the accompaniment of his aware·
ness that he had achieved a decisive firming of his self.
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I will add here that I do not use the terms joy and
at random. Joy is experienced as referring to a
encompassing emotion such as, for example, the
1ft01tlo1n evoked by success, whereas pleasure, however in·
it may be, refers to a delimited experience such as,
example, sensual satisfaction. From the point of view
depth psychology, we can say, moreover, that the
of joy has a genetic root different from that of
experience of pleasure; that each of these modes of
has its own developmental line and that joy is not
pleasure. Joy relates to experiences of the
self whereas pleasure (despite the frequently occur·
participation of the total self, which then provides an
of joy) relates to experiences of parts and con·
of the self. There are, in other words, archaic
of joy relating to archaic developmental stages of
whole self just as there are archaic stages in the de10tlm4ent of the experience of parts and constituents of
aelf. And one may speak of sublimated joy, just as one
of sublimated pleasure.
The third activity Mr. M. undertook was his found·
a writing school. The idea of such an enterprise did
come to him for the first time at this point; he had
of it early in the analysis. But that it now reoc·
with increased vigor was a manifestation of his de·~lll,uauuu to undertake in earnest the last of the steps
led to the restoration of his self. The inner conviction
he would soon complete this task was therefore the
precursor to his subsequent feeling that he was
for termination. That the idea came to him with
of being an inspiration, i.e., that he woke up
his sleep one night with this idea reborn as an effec·
,... . . .,TlT"
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tive motivating force impelling him toward action, can, I
believe, be taken as a sign that he was mobilizing all his
forces in order to pursue a difficult psychological task. 10
Before examining the nature of the task to which
Mr. M. responded by reviving his plan to found a writing
school, let us look at the details of his reactions to the
enterprise he wanted to undertake. When he first began
to focus on the idea, he worried that his plan would
come to naught, that it would turn out to have been no
more than a content of his mind, a thought; that he
would lose interest in it and would not put it into action.
This worry is significant. It expressed his dimly recognized fear that something in his psychological make-up
was still missing, that insight alone would not cure this
defect, that a void would still have to be filled-in psychoanalytic terms, that new structure would yet have
to be formed. When patients express the fear that the
analytic work will result in failure, when, in particular,
despite fully worked-through insight into all causes of
some inhibition (i.e., despite full understanding of possibly relevant structural conflicts) they feel unable to
change their behavior, unable to become constructively
active, the analyst should consider not only the effect of
unconscious guilt feelings (a negative therapeutic reaction), but also, and foremost, the presence of a persistent
10 In the course of an investigation (not yet published) of certain heroic
figures-lone resisters to the Nazi regime-and of others who are facing extremely difficult and/or dangerous tasks, I found that prophetic dreams and
even hallucinatory experiences during waking hours could occur in individuals who are clearly not psychotic. I concluded that the ability to create, in extreme situations, the fantasy of being supported by a godlike omnipotent
figure should be evaluated as belonging to the assets of a healthy psychological organization. (Cf. the remarks about "transference of creativity" in
Kohut, 1971, pp. 316-317; see also Miller, 1962.)
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defect-often within the realm of an unrecogdisturbance of the self.
Mr. M., as he had done through his enactment with
adolescent alter ego in the ball park, was once again
ting that the healing of the structural defect
"wu'l..uu take place-actually it had already taken place,
had yet to be consolidated-within the frameof a relation between a father and his son. And
he took the role of the father. But it was not the
aspect of the father figure that he offered to the
This time he was a teacher and, as such, he was part
an institution (a school), i.e., of an external structure
to be internalized by the son (the students, the
. And it was, of course, also of specific significance
the subject matter to be taught (the specific structure
internalization Mr. M. promoted by undertaking
project) concerned the use oflanguage, of words. The
·
structure that the students had to acquire
designed to enable them to transmute formless
into well-defined words. Accurately used Ianbecame the structure that performed the psycho"'"'"\.l'"lJL~ function of breaking down the students' "ideas
manageable portions" as a way station to the attainof the school's ultimate goal: to enable the students
become creative writers. Expressed in metapsychologiterms, the structure Mr. M. offered to his alter egos
......... u his students) were the aim-inhibiting, discharge""'.."'""'"'• substitution-providing verbal patterns that
lf&llls£onn primary-process imagery into secondary-proverbal ideation. But he gave them even more.
Mr. M. did not tell the analyst, when he first
lettche~d out his teaching plans and later described his
teaching, but what the analyst could clearly infer
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by reading between the lines of Mr. M.'s excited reports
about his school, was the inspiration his enthusiasm for
the work provided for his students. In founding the school
and in being its inspiring teacher, he demonstrated that
he realized not only that a defect existed in an important
sector of his own psyche- by proxy, that the students had
to acquire a new skill- but also that the filling in of this
void by new structure (and the functional maintenance. of
this new structure) depended on the presence of an m ·
spiring paternal ideal. The pupils thus stood not only for
M. the child who despite his talents had remained clumsy
with words (Mr. M.'s mild thought disorder), they also
stood forM. the adolescent whose goal-setting ideals had
not yet been laid down fully into the structure of the self
and who still needed to internalize an idealized father·
teacher. It was only the organizing effect of his goal·
setting ideals that, in combination with his specific
talents and skills, could provide Mr. M. with what he
himself described as a "constant flow of energy" instead
of the former "bursts which were always disorganizing,"
of which he had been complaining to the analyst.

Outline of the Functional Rehabilitatz'on
of the Self through Psychoanalysis
I presented the foregoing clinical data in order to
support my claim that an analysis can be considered as
having in essence been completed even though not all
structural defects have been mobilized, worked through,
and filled in through transmuting internalization. A
genuine termination, it may be added here, is not
brought about by external manipulation. Like the trans·
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ference, it is predetermined; correct psychoanalytic tech·
' nique can do no more than allow it to evolve.
Mr. M.'s preanalytic personality was characterized
by these important features: (1) he was suffering from de·
fects in various areas of his nuclear self; (2) he had devel·
oped defensive structures designed to cover over the de·
fects in his grandiose self; and (3) he had developed com·
pensatory structures designed to increase the activity of
the healthy parts of the nuclear self and to isolate and by·
pass the defective ones.
The damage to his nuclear self was widespread. It
affected all three of the major constituents of this struc·
. ture, namely, the two polar areas-the grandiose-exhibi·
, tionistic self and the idealized parent imago-and the in·
termediate area-the executive functions (talents, skills)
needed for the realization of the patterns of the basic am·
un.•v••" and basic ideals that were laid down in the two
areas. Damage was, however, neither equally severe
similarly distributed in each of these three constitu·
of the self. In the area of the grandiose-exhibitionisself the defect was most severe and involved the deep·
layers; in the area of the idealized parent imago the
age was only moderately severe and involved only the
superficial layers; and in the area of the talents and
that the self needed in order to express its patterns,
damage seemed to be slight and circumscribed.
more loosely, we might say that Mr. M.'s preana·
personality showed a serious disturbance of his self·
, a moderate disturbance of his guiding ideals, and
circumscribed flaw in his ideational processes.
Mr. M.'s defensive structures, having undoubtedly
early in life, seemed to constitute a firmly en·
.u,.u<;u part of his personality. These structures (and
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the ideational and behavioral manifestations that emanated from them) were not discussed extensively; they did
not warrant our primary attention because they were not
involved to any appreciable extent in the nexus of psychological events relating to the patient's wish to terminate the analysis and, what on the whole may be taken
as a good prognostic sign, they did not become significantly intensified during the termination period. True,
they were clearly in evidence at the beginning of the treatment; and they were reactivated repeatedly in the working-through process while certain aspects of the primary
defect of the self became involved in the transference.
They receded into the background, however, and finally
almost disappeared from sight when the transference
shifted from the mirroring mother to the idealized father
-when the emphasis of working through no longer concerned exhibitionistic needs and their frustration but the
internalization of ideals and the concomitant rehabilitation of the compensatory structures.
A genetic-dynamic relation existed between the layer
of Mr. M.'s low self-esteem that was the result of his
mother's defective empathy for him and the emergence of
sadistic fantasies about women. Although these fantasies
occasionally entered directly into the transference, they
soon receded into the background as the focus of the
analysis shifted to the paternal ideal, and they were not
significantly reactivated during the termination phas~.
Why did the defensive structures play a comparatively minor role in Mr. M.'s personality and why were they
therefore dealt with comparatively easily as the initial
mirror transference was worked through? And why did
the most clearly defined defensive configurations, Mr.
M. 's sadism toward women, express themselves mainly
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through fantasies rather than being lived out? A reply to
these specific questions requires an examination of the related general problem why some people act out while
others create endopsychic changes. In the area of our
main interest, it requires a discussion of the difference
between narcissistic personalz'ty disorders and narcissz'stt"c
behavior disorders. This task-including the confronta,tion of the specific question why Mr. M.'s disturbance
, belonged more into the former than into the latter category-will be undertaken later (see pp. 193-198). Here
I shall only say that, despite its shortcomings, Mr. M.'s
.. relation with his father (and thus the compensatory s~ruc
tures of his personality that had aris~n from the m~tnx of
this relation) had been at least partially successful m providing him with narcissistic sustenance. The least one can
is that the relation to the idealized father must have
.provided him with the ~~pe that ~e. ~ight _ret b~ able to
. find reliable ways of gammg narcissistic satisfactions even
though the mother imago could not be. relied ~p.o~ to r~
with self-confirming joy to h1s narcissistic dis.Although the cure of Mr. M. 's narcissistic personality
ance was not brought about exclusively, or even
•r,ea<>mu·tanlu , through the healing of the primary strucdefect in his self (after the analysis of the defensive
), during the early part of the analysis the anawork had focused intensively on this sector of the patient's personality. And during this phase Mr.~· cam~ ~o
and increasingly, for example, that his sadistic
••L.u.c'l"''~" served defensive purposes. He came to recognize
these were not the expressions of autonomous
strivings, but were mobilized in reaction to
~,:n11 r\::J.:s:m,u'- injuries he felt he had suffered-that they ap-
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peared in the transference in response to some activity of
the analyst (ill-timed or inaccurate interpretations, for
example) that he experienced as unempathic. The sadistic fantasies were, on the one hand, an expression of his
narcissistic rage, and, on the other, they protected him
against the painful awareness of depression and low selfesteem. Some analytic gains in the area of Mr. M.'s
primary defect were therefore made: the workingthrough processes of this phase of the analysis (a primary
mirror transference) led to internalizations, i.e., to the
acquisition of a modicum of solid, self-generated selfacceptance and self-esteem. Still, the investigation of this
sector of Mr. M. 's personality was far from completethe deeper layers of his defective (depressive, lethargic,
"dead") self (the self of his stay in the orphanage) were
never exposed to full view in the transference. And I believe it is proper to draw the conclusion that the analytic
work done in this sector could not account for the vastly
improved state of psychological well-being Mr. M. finally
reached through the analysis, would not justify the acceptance by the analyst that his wish to terminate the
treatment was legitimate. The results achieved in the
area of Mr. M.'s defensive structures and of the primary
defect of his self could not, in other words, have led to his
recognition that a state of more or less reliable inner balance was in the offing-a recognition on which in actuality his wish to terminate was based. And the spuriousness
of a decision to terminate treatment under these conditions would have become evident because the defensive
activities-sadistic fantasies about women-would have
returned with full force as soon as the patient realized
that the end of the analysis was in sight and that the
transference relation (a mirror transference) was to be relinquished.

5B
The fact, it may be added, that in Mr. M.'s case the
improvement took place in the compensatory
, and not in the area of the grandiose-exhibiII"'"L'''- self, establishes the principle that the valid ter... ,ClL&vu of an analysis may be reached in this way. It
goes without saying that in many other instances
decisive improvement concerns the defects in the
'""·"'Cl.UU ............ of self-expression- the nuclear grandioseuu.•v• ...... ~ .... self.
In Mr. M.'s case, however, the analysis led to the exof the defective deepest layers of the personality
the organization of the grandiose-exhibitionistic
while it enabled the strivings of the now strengthened
broadened healthy layers of the grandiose-exhibiself to express themselves through creatively
activities. These activities could now be
out effectively because the analysis had estaba more firmly functioning structure of idealized
which served as organizers for the archaic
of the revitalized grandiose self. And the analhad also led to the strengthening and refinement of
already existing executive apparatus. The pressure of
bitionism and ambitions, on the one hand, and guidof ideals of perfection, on the other, would now, it
be hoped, harness pre-existing talents, and his corpartially developed skills, in the service of longrealistic goals and thus set into motion and maintain
ongoing process of functional improvement in skill
in performance.
Translating this summary into a general statement,
can say, then, that the psychoanalytic treatment of a
of narcissistic personality disorder has progressed to
point of its intrinsically determined termination (has
about the cure of the disorder) when it has been
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able to establish one sector within the realm of the self
through which an uninterrupted flow of the narcissistic
strivings can proceed toward creative expression- however limited the social impact of the achievements of the
personality might be and however insignificant the individual's creative activity might appear to others. Such a
sector includes always a central pattern of exhibitionism
and grandiose ambitions, a set of firmly internalized
ideals of perfection, and a correlated system of talents
and skills, which mediate between exhibitionism, ambitions, and grandiosity, on the one hand, and ideals of
perfection, on the other. Returning to our clinical example, and stating the formulation of psychological
health in the realm of narcissism in the simplest terms, we
might say that a genuine termination stage was reached
when Mr. M. abandoned the fruitless attempt to
strengthen his rejected and enfeebled self with the aid of
fantasies of sadistically enforced acclaim and turned to
the successful attempt to provide the healthy sector of his
self with patterns for creative expression.

two other patients whose psychodynamics rethose of Mr. M.
The first concerns the analysis of Mr. U. , a single
in his early fifties, a potentially brilliant but in fact
·
unsuccessful associate professor of matheat a small college. The patient's chief symptom, a
"''D"'~'u'- perversion, had not yielded to the protracted
of two previous analysts who, according to the
v<>a .• n ... appeared to have focused their attention on
oedipal anxieties and, following the classical formula' seemed to have interpreted t'he significance of the
on the basis of a (split in the ego) denial (Freud,
, p. 277), motivated by castration anxiety, that the
(the mother) was not equipped with a penis
, 1927a, pp. 156-157). In his analysis with me,
RUJ,,."#•T, the associative material concerning the fetish
its significance ordered itself in a different fashion.
patient's fetishistic preoccupations had arisen in reto a primary structural defect in his grandiose self
' to faulty mirroring by his oddly unempathic, un, emotionally shallow mother. As could be rein the transference, and from the scrutiny of
later behavior (toward her grandchildren, the chilo£ the patient's younger brother), the mother had
the patient to intolerably intense and sudden
in his nuclear self-esteem. On innumerable ocshe appeared to have been totally absorbed in the
-overcaressing him, completely in tune with every
of his needs and wishes-only to withdraw from
suddenly, either by turning her attention totally to
mterests or by grossly and grotesquely misunder~···•u.•uJO;. his needs and wishes.
From the traumatic unpredictability of his mother
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Further Clinical Illustrations
With the end of my discussion of the genetic-dynamic constellations that emerged in Mr. M.'s analysis in relation to his decision to terminate the treatment, I am approaching the end of the first part of this presentation, in
which it was my aim to demonstrate the special position
of the compensatory structures in the personality and
thus to furnish a concrete clinical basis for the more abstract general considerations in some of the ensuing chapters. Let me round out this part of my work by describing
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he had retreated early to the soothing touch of certain
tissues (such as nylon stockings, nylon underwear) which
were readily available in his childhood home. They were
reliable, and they constituted a distillate of maternal
goodness and response. The transference material also alluded to the existence of earlier (prefetishistic) substitutes
for the unreliable self-object: he used to simultaneously
touch certain soft self-object surrogates (the silky rim of a
blanket) and stroke his own skin (the lobe of his ear) and
hair, thus creating a psychological situation of merger
with a nonhuman self-object that he totally controlled,
and thereby depriving himself of the opportunity to ex·
perience the structure· building optimal failures of a human self-object.
The crucial work in the analysis was not done with
regard to the substitute for the maternal self-object, the
fetish, however-it concerned the idealized imago, the
father. Already in early childhood the patient had tried
to secure his narcissistic balance by turning from the at·
tempt to obtain confirmation of his self with the aid of his
mother's unreliable empathy to the attempt to merge
with his idealized father who (similar to Mr. M.'s father)
was excellent with numbers (he was also a fine chess
player) and was interested in abstract logic. But Mr. U. 's
father, like Mr. M.'s, could not respond appropriately to
his son's needs. He was a self-absorbed, vain man, and he
rebuffed his son's attempt to be close to him, depriving
him of the needed merger with the idealized self-object
and, hence, of the opportunity for gradually recognizing
the self-object's shortcomings. The patient had therefore
remained fixated on two sets of opposite responses to
ideals-responses he repeated again and again as a part
of the secondary idealizing transference which was in
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during the main part of the analysis. He either felt
llr'ITIP!ii<!ii<t•Cl and hopeless vis-a-vis an unreachable ideal, or
felt that the ideal was worthless and that he, in gran·
arrogance, was vastly superior to it. These swings in
U. 's self-esteem were an outgrowth of his not having
the gradual and thus secure internalization of
idealized parent imago. The child's failure to form
ble ideals, which would have regulated his
·esteem, had this further result: because of his need to
his self-esteem, his fixation on the mother-fetish
intensified. The transference itself, however,
reinstated the earliest preoccupations with soothing
·objects for sufficiently long periods; a thorough work·
through of the structural defects in the self resulting
the deprivations from the mother's side was there·
not achieved. But despite this, the patient made a
recovery: he lost interest in the fetish, and,
the disappointments with regard to the idealized
responses to him had been worked through for a
of years, he was able to devote himself intensely
more successfully than before) to his professional
which now provided him with a reliably organ·
framework for the experience of the joys of self·
wa~;""''vu. I should add here that Mr. U.'s interest in the
was not dissolved by insight- the fetish became less
This shift occurred not only in consequence of
improved ability to obtain a sense of heightened selffrom the responses of empathic women, but also
primarily because his internalized ideals were
5 ...................... and he could thus obtain greater joy in ere·
self-expression via his professional work.
In behavioral terms, Mr. U .'s fetishistic preoccupa·
had receded at the time of termination to the point
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of playing a much less significant role in his life- the
fetish had lost its magic, as the patient expressed it- but
it had not disappeared completely. I cannot prove it, of
course, but I surmise that the success of the analysis
would have been much greater had the patient not already been in his fifties when I began to treat him. 11
.
The second clinical illustration demonstrating the
Importance of the rehabilitation of the compensatory
struc.tures in the course of therapy concerns the analysis
ofM1ss V., a forty-two-year-old single woman, a talented
but unproductive artist, who had sought analysis because
of recurrent episodes of fairly severe but nonpsychotic,
empty depression. Miss V. 's treatment was terminated
more than ten years ago when I had barely begun to
recognize that patients with narcissistic personality disorders developed a number of distinct, characteristic
transferences and were thus analyzable. I have in recent
years, after gathering a considerable amount of clinical
experience in this area, analyzed two other patients suffering from recurrent episodes of nonpsychotic, empty
depression-i.e., depressive episodes in which guilt feelings and/or self-accusations played no significant rolesuffered by women whose personality make-up was not
unlike Miss V. 's. The genesis of the disturbance of these
two patients also appeared to be more or less similar. I
cannot speak with absolute certainty, however, with regard to the genetic factors because the treatment did not
penetrate deeply enough to allow the reliable reconstruction of the relevant constellations in childhood.
• 11 Addendum: While preparing the final version of this manuscript, I
accidentally received some indirect information that leads me to believe- al·
though I cannot be certain-that even my guardedly hopeful feelings concermng the outcome of Mr. U.'s analysis may have been too optimistic.
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The primary defect in Miss V.'s personality structure
dynamically related to the periods of protracted enof her self when she was lethargic, unpro' indeed felt lifeless- referred genetically to the
y with her mother in childhood. Her mother who
the patient, was subject to periodic depressions, wa~
·
lly shallow and unpredictable; in addition to
periodic affective disorder from which she suffered
'-a•~·· ..)(;, throughout her life, schizoid features-alpresent during the patient's childhood-were un. To the amusement, and sometimes the
, of those around her, she was prone to malathese were undoubtedly manifestations of a
"disorder of thinking and feeling in a setting of clear
·
"(Bleuler, 1911). The patient's mother was
living during Miss V.'s analysis; there was a good deal
· between the two (see pp. 7-8 above), and
as!;ess;mc~nt of the mother's personality, suggesting barschizophrenia, could therefore be made.u
II The recogmuon
' ' of senous
.
(b ut 1atent and denied) parental psycho. requires the analrst's alertness to small clues. The presence of a
Important severe d1sturbanc~ of the mother of one of the other paexample, whose psycholog.cal make-up was similar to Miss V.'s,
a~r·Prt:oin,pn m consequence of the analyst's alertness to a seemingly unfe~ture of the mother's behavior, a peculiar kind of kiss, which the
mentioned only in passing. The patient's reaction to these kisses
"creepy kisses" as she called them-was the first indication of he;
awareness of her mother's pervasive emotional shallowness. These
were manifestations of the mother's pseudoemotionality, i.e., in structe~~s, they were not the expression of deeply anchored emotions, but
lmuated by a psychic surface that was not in contact with an active
sel~. (Cf. Fre.ud's theory of schizophrenic neologisms, 1915.) The
o~ mappropnate behaviOr and, especially of malapropisms such as
M1ss V · 's m~ther, may at times p~o~ide the first clue that a patient's
psychologically healthy parent IS m fact seriously disturbed. In the
·D., for example (see Kohut, 1971, p. 149, p. 257), the first clues
mother's serious personality disturbance came through the examina-
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Whatever the exact diagnostic category may have
been into which her mother's disturbance fell, it is clear
that as a small child the patient had been exposed to
traumatic disappointments from the side of her mother,
whose mirroring responses had not only been deficient
much of the time (either altogether absent or flat), but
also frequently defective (bizarre and capricious) because
they were motivated by the mother's misperception of the
child's needs or by the mother's own requirements, which
were unintelligible to the child.
In truth, the term "unintelligible" covers only part of
the pathogenic influence of the maternal demands.
Although when Miss V. was depressed she was not op·
pressed by guilt feelings that had a specific, verbalizable
content, the depressions triggered in the transference
allowed the reconstruction that as a very small child
she must have experienced her total world as making demands on her which she could not fulfill. Were I formulating my interpretation to her today, I would say that
positive mirroring responses from the environment would
be forthcoming only if she could first relieve her mother's
tion of two of the patient's memories about her concerning items which at
first appeared to be quite innocuous. He talked about the fact that his
mother played a good deal of bridge and made remarks that made everyone
laugh. The invt>stigation of the bridge-playing led to the recognition that the
mother was totally walled-off emotionally from her family, including the pa·
tient. The cards were indeed a wall behind which she was retreating. And
the investigation of her so-called "cute" remarks led to the recognition that
the mother must have suffered from a thought disorder. Mr. D. mentioned
one day, seemingly in passing, that during a high school game in which the
patient participated his mother had expressed her delighted amazement at
the "coincidence" that the players of each of the teams happened to be
dressed alike. It was through the pursuit of the implications of this storyagainst Mr. D.'s strong resistance, it may be added-that the presence of the
patient's mother's serious chronic personality disturbance was first suspected
in the analysis.
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let,re:ssu)n. Her depressions were therefore partly the re·
mactrnetlt of her deep sense of failure vis-a-vis this defrom her depressed mother. Or, seen from a slight·
different viewpoint, she was convinced that the materself-object would not provide her with self-esteem,a&IJLAU..... J.,UFi acceptance and approval unless she, the small
could first fulfill the mother's similar needs.
The propensity toward the periodic enfeeblement of
V. 's self was thus established in early childhood in
pathogenic matrix of her relation to the mirroring
Miss V. had, however, been a vigorous and wellchild who did not give up the struggle for emo·
survival. Trying to extricate herself from the
, .....V,Fi'-''A.·, .... relation with her mother, she had attached
with great intensity to her father, a successful
acturer with frustrated artistic talents and amwho, on the whole, responded to his daughter's
. Her relation with the father thus became the
from which she developed those interests and
-in the terms of clinical theory: those compensastructures- which ultimately led to her career. And
it also grew the idealized aims that stimulated the
~ml·1u.,. potential of her self. The relation to her idealized
, in other words, provided her with the outlines of
internalized structure- a paternal ideal- which was a
·al source of sustenance for her self. In creating
of art she was not trying to live out an oedipal
(giving babies to her father) as I had thought at
And her lack of productivity was not due to guilt
an incestuous wish) as I had originally assumed.
artistic activities were an attempt to live up to a pa·
ideal of perfection; and her preanalytic failure in
endeavor was not owing to any paralyzing structural
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conflicts; it occurred because her ideals had been insufficiently internalized and consolidated. The transference
reactivated, therefore, not oedipal psychopathology but
a disturbance of the self. And, furthermore, during the
most important phases of the analysis the focus of working through was not directed, as one might expect, at the
primary structural defect of her self (ps~chopathology
correlated to the mother's flawed responsiveness to the
child), but, during a secondary idealizing transference, at
the insufficiently established compensatory structures
(psychopathology correlated to the fat?er's failures). A~d
the partial success of the analysis- her depressive
reactions did not disappear altogether, but they became
less severe and were of much shorter duration- was
therefore due not to a healing of the primary defect in the
self but as I now understand in retrospect, to the
rehabili~ation of the compensatory structures. Specifically, the crucial transference revivals concerned events in
childhood when the father himself appeared to be so
severely disappointed by his wife's frustrating emotional
flatness and lack of empathy that he, too, seems to have
become temporarily depressed and thus emotionally
unavailable to his daughter. I am not certain whether he
was occasionally depressed during the patient's childhood; from the patient's transference reactions, however,
we could reconstruct that he retreated, principally by
staying away from home (fleeing from the mother to. his
work or to playing golf with his friends), at the very umc
his daughter needed him most, when the mother was
depressed and the daughter expected her idealized and
admired father to be a bulwark against the pull of lethargy that emanated from the mother and threatened to engulf the child's personality.

CHAPTER TWO

Does Psychoanalyszs Need
a Psychology of the Self?

On Scientific 0 bjectivity
In the preceding chapter I presented clinical materiin support of the thesis that we may consider an analcompleted when by achieving success in the area of
structures it has established a functioning
a psychological sector in which ambitions, skills,
ideals form an unbroken continuum that permits
creative activity. The definition of psychoanalytic
implied by the foregoing statement must now be
.,............ u. against the background of the definitions that
been traditionally accepted by psychoanalysts.
Before going into details, let me emphasize that I am
here on a principle: I am not concerned with
evoked by such terms as analytic wisdom, reasoned
, and the like, even though I fully recognize
clinical relevance and that I would probably avoid a
of difficulties if I addressed myself primarily to
inasmuch as no analyst will make the unrealistic
that he has ever analyzed a person completely in all
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